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TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE FORMATION RATES OFHYDROGEN-HELIUM MESIC MOLECULES IN COLLISIONS OFSLOW HYDROGEN ATOMS WITH HELIUMA. V. Kravtsov*, A. I. Mikhailov**St. Petersburg Nulear Physis Institute188350, Gathina, St. Petersburg Distrit, RussiaSubmitted 8 February 1999The rates of the moleular muon transfer from the ground state muoni hydrogen to helium isotopes are alu-lated in an improved adiabati approximation. The results obtained by us at various temperatures are omparedwith the available experimental data.PACS: 36.10.Gv, 34.70.+eMuon transfer from the ground state of the muonihydrogen to nulei with Z > 1 is one of the importantproblems of mesi-atom physis for more than 30 years.The transfer to helium is of speial interest, sine it isonneted with the problem of muon-atalyzed fusionin the deuterium-tritium mixture. Helium nulei areunavoidably aumulated in the mixture due to the nu-lear fusion reations and tritium deay. Muon trans-fer in ollisions of muoni hydrogen atoms with heliumstops the yle of the atalysis, so the transfer rate is animportant harateristi of the muon atalyzed fusion.The rate of the diret muon transfer to helium israther small (� 106 s�1) [1; 2℄, beause the rossingpoint of the lowest terms of the system (2p� and 1s�),whih orresponds to the initial and �nal states of thereation, turns out to be deep under the barrier at en-ergies � 1 eV.Another possible mehanism for muon transfer withthe formation of the intermediate moleular state viathe onversion of the atomi eletron was proposedin [3℄. The resulting moleular ion is in an exitedstate (in the muon motion) and undergoes deexita-tion to the lower term 1s� in a time � 10�12 s. As aresult, the muon turns out to be bound on a heliumnuleus, forming a muoni helium atom in the groundstate (He++�)1s.Sine the rate of formation of the muoni moleule(� 108 s�1) is muh smaller than that of its deay(� 1012 s�1), the muon transfer rate nearly oinides*E-mail: kravtsov�hep486.pnpi.spb.ru**E-mail: mikhailo�thd.pnpi.spb.ru

with the formation rate. The latter was alulated ina number of papers [3�6℄ in various approximations.In this paper we fous speial attention on the on-strution of the e�etive potential in aordane withthe presription given in [7℄ (�simple-approah approx-imation�). We alulated the muon transfer rates atlow energy ollisions of hydrogen isotopes with heliumisotopes and ompared them with the new experimen-tal data.The rate of the formation of the muoni moleule1)is determined by a dipole transition with the onversionof the atomi eletron and is given by a formula [6℄:d� = 16�23 N0 a3e �5q�1I2(q)hdi2�e ; (1)where �e = mee4=~3 = 4:134 �1016 s�1 is an atomi fre-queny unit, ae = ~2=mee2 = 0:529 �10�8 m is a Bohrradius of the hydrogen atom, � = me=m (here me isthe eletron mass and m is the redued mass of mesihydrogen; m�1 = m�1� +M�11 , where m� is the muonmass, and M1 is the mass of the nuleus of the hydro-gen isotope), and N0 = 4:25 � 1022 m�3 is a liquid-hydrogen density. The value q�1I2(q) is alulated inatomi units and determines the rate of the eletrontransition from the bound 1s-state of the helium atomto the ontinuum. The value hdi2 is alulated in mesiatom units (see below) and determines the rate of thedipole transition of the system of three bodies from theontinuum to the bound state on the term 2p�.1) For brevity we shall all a moleular ion (H�He)++, H� p; dor t, mesi moleule.51 4*



A. V. Kravtsov, A. I. Mikhailov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 117, âûï. 1, 2000The momentum q and the energy "e of the onver-sion eletron are given byq = p2me"e; "e = "+ j"Jvj � Ie ; (2)where " is the ollision energy, "Jv is the energy ofthe mesi moleule in the rotational-vibrational state(J; v) (here J is the rotational and v the vibrationalquantum numbers), and Ie is the binding energy of the1s-eletron in the helium atom.The integral I(q) is the matrix element of the vari-able 1=�2 (� is the distane between the eletron andthe enter of mass of the system) alulated with theeletron wave funtions:I(q) = 1Z0 d�Rq1(�)R1s(�) ; (3)where R1s(�) is the radial ground-state wave funtionof the eletron in the helium atom, and Rq1(�) is theradial wave funtion of the p-wave eletron (l = 1) inthe ontinuum.The funtions R(�) are normalized by the ondi-tions 1Z0 R21s(�)�2d� = 1;1Z0 Rq01(�)Rq1(�)�2d� = Æ(q0 � q): (4)The Hartree�Fok wave funtions were used asR(�). The wave funtion of the emitted eletron wasalulated in the frozen ore model (in the model withthe ore reonstrution the results for I2(q) are about10% smaller [6℄). The values of the integral I(q) forseveral energies "e are given in Table 1.The dipole matrix element alulated with the wavefuntions of the system of three bodies has the form [5℄hdi = aI1 + b I2 ; (5)a = M2 �M1Mt � 12 ; b = 1 + 2m�Mt ;Mt = M1 +M2 +M�; (6)I1 = 1k 1Z0 �f (R)�i(R)RdR ;I2 = 1k 1Z0 �f (R)�i(R) dR Z �22p�(R; r) R � rR dr : (7)M2 is the mass of the helium isotope, �2p�(R; r) isthe wave funtion of the muon in the state 2p� in the

Table 1."e, eV q I(q) q�1I2(q)4 0.542 0.491 0.4458 0.767 0.607 0.48112 0.939 0.712 0.54016 1.084 0.805 0.59820 1.212 0.887 0.64924 1.328 0.964 0.70028 1.435 1.030 0.73932 1.534 1.089 0.77436 1.627 1.144 0.80540 1.715 1.196 0.83444 1.798 1.248 0.86648 1.878 1.300 0.89952 1.955 1.352 0.93456 2.029 1.403 0.97160 2.100 1.455 1.008�eld of the two Coulomb enters, R is the internuleardistane, and r is the muon oordinate alulated fromthe middle of the internulear distane. The radialwave funtions �i(R) and �f (R) desribe the relativemotion of the nulei in the initial and �nal states, re-spetively. In the one-hannel approximation they areobtained from the Shrödinger equation� d2dR2 + 2M("�W )� J(J + 1)R2 ��(R) = 0 : (8)Here J is the total orbital angular momentum of thesystem of three partiles, M is the redued mass of thenulei, " = k2=2M is the ollision energy, and k is theasymptoti momentum of the relative nulear motionin the e�etive potential W [the same momentum en-ters formulas (7)℄. All the quantities in Eq. (8) areused in the mesi atom units e = ~ = m = 1, wherem =M1m�=(M1 +m�). In these unitsm� = 1 + �1; �1 = m�=M1 : (9)The e�etive potential W onsists of the term E, theadiabati orretions, and the energy of the Coulombrepulsion of the nulei [8℄:W = E+ 2R+ 12M [H+�H�+�(H��2H�)℄; (10)M = M2M1M2 +M1 ; � = M2 �M1M2 +M1 : (11)52



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 117, âûï. 1, 2000 Temperature dependene of the formation rates : : :For R ! 1 we have E2p� ! �1=2 ; H+2p� ! 1=4 ;H�2p� ! 1=4, H�2p� ! 1=2 ; soW2p� ! �12 = E1s(H�) : (12)The asymptoti value of W2p� oinides with the en-ergy of the H�-atom in the ground state (whih orre-sponds to the initial onditions of the ollision). How-ever, the redued mass M in Eq. (11) (and hene theasymptoti momentum k), whih enters Eq. (8) di�ersfrom the true redued mass of the system H� + He,whih is ~M = M2 (M1 +m�)M2 +M1 +m� = M 1 + �11 + � ;� = m�M2 +M1 : (13)If one makes the replaement M ! ~M in Eq. (8), thealulated energy levels of the mesi moleule "Jv [9℄turn out to be in better agreement with aurate al-ulations2) [10�12℄ than those obtained earlier [3℄ withthe massM . Even better agreement an be obtained ifone replaes � in Eq. (10) by ~�, whih gives the orretasymptoti value of the e�etive potential in the 1s�hannel. We are solving a one-level problem; however,the 1s� hannel is the seond open hannel in the prob-lem of slow ollisions of mesi hydrogen with helium,and its in�uene an be taken into aount indiretly3)by the replaement � ! ~�. In order to obtain ~� letus write the asymptotis of the potentials in the 1s�hannel: for R!1 E1s� ! �2; H+1s� ! 1, H�1s� ! 1,H�1s� ! �2;W1s� ! �2 + 12 ~M [1� 1 + ~� (�2� 2)℄ == �2�1 + ~�~M� : (14)Atual asymptoti value of the potential in the 1s�hannel should oinide with the ground-state energyof the He�-atom:E1s�(He�) = �2m0; m0 = m�M2M2+� = 1+�11+�2 ;�2 = m�M2 : (15)Let us hoose suh ~� that W1s� ! E1s�(He�). Then~� = � (1 + �1)2(1 + �)(1 + �2) : (16)2) These alulations make use of about 300 to 3000 basisfuntions.3) A similar proedure for solving the two-hannel problemwas proposed earlier in [7℄ (�simple approah�, or �improvedtwo-hannel approximation�).

So the wave funtions �i;f (R) are solutions of theequation� d2dR2 + 2 ~M ("� ~W2p�)� Ji;f (Ji;f + 1)R2 ��� �i;f (R) = 0 ; (17)where~W2p� = E2p� + 2R ++ 12 ~M [H+2p� �H�2p� + ~�(H�2p� � 2H�2p�)℄ (18)with the boundary onditions�i(0) = �f (0) = 0;�i(R)R!1 = sin(kR � J�=2 + ÆJ); k =p2 ~M";�f (R)R!1 = exp[�(2 ~M j"Jv j)1=2R℄: (19)The energy of the rovibrational state (J; v) of themoleular ion (H�He)++ is obtained together with thewave funtion �f (R) when solving the Shrödingerequation. For slow ollisions it is enough to onsiderJi = 0 for initial and Jf = 1 for �nal states (themoleule is formed via the dipole transition). Thereexist only three bound states in the 2p�-hannel, whihhave v = 0 and J = 0, 1, 2. The level energies "00 and"10 obtained in the present paper are given in Table 2together with the results of other papers.As an seen from the table, the level energies al-ulated in the present paper are very lose to thehigh auray alulations with large number of ba-sis funtions [10�12℄. For this reason, when alulat-ing the rates of the formation of mesi moleules, weuse Eq. (17), where ~M and ~� are de�ned by Eqs. (13)and (16).When alulating the wave funtion of the initialstate �i(R), the eletron sreening was taken into a-ount by an additional term in the potential of Eq. (17).The in�uene of the eletron shell of the helium atomon the �nal (bound) state of the moleule is negligiblebeause of the short length of the orresponding wavefuntion (see Refs. [4�6℄ for more details).Table 3 shows the rates of the moleule formation� (108 s�1) averaged over the Maxwell energy distri-bution. The eletron sreening is taken into aount.Reently new experimental data on � have been ob-tained. In the experiment the total muon transfer ratefrom the ground-state muoni hydrogen to helium ismeasured: �pHe = �p�He + �dirpHe ; (20)53



A. V. Kravtsov, A. I. Mikhailov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 117, âûï. 1, 2000Table 2. The binding energies (eV) of the hydrogen-helium muoni moleulesEnergy Referene p�3He p�4He d�3He d�4He t�3He t�4He[3℄a 67.2 73.9 69.5 77.6 71.6 80.5[9℄b 69.0 75.4 70.6 78.7 72.3 81.3�"00 This paper 73.2 80.8 71.0 79.4 72.3 81.4[10℄ 70.7[13℄ 67.7 74.4 70.0 78.0 71.9 80.8[14℄ 72.8 80.6 69.4 77.5[3℄a 34.9 41.6 46.5 55.9 52.4 62.9[9℄b 38.1 45.4 48.2 57.6 53.4 63.9This paper 41.5 50.0 48.5 58.3 53.4 64.0�"10 [10℄ 50.0 47.9 57.8[11℄ 48.4 58.2[12℄ 48.4 58.2[13℄ 33.8 41.2 46.8 56.1 52.7 63.1[14℄ 38.8 47.4 46.3 55.7a One-hannel approximation with M and �.b One-hannel approximation with ~M and �. One-hannel approximation with ~M and ~�.Table 3. The rates of the moleule formation � (108 s�1) averaged over the Maxwellian energydistribution. The eletron sreening is taken into aountT , K p�3He p�4He d�3He d�4He t�3He t�4He15 0.52 0.33 2.40 12.7 51.2 1.8920 0.52 0.33 2.34 11.8 45.5 1.8625 0.51 0.32 2.28 11.0 41.1 1.8430 0.51 0.32 2.24 10.4 37.6 1.8235 0.51 0.32 2.20 9.8 34.7 1.7940 0.50 0.31 2.16 9.3 32.3 1.7750 0.50 0.31 2.09 8.5 28.6 1.74100 0.47 0.29 1.85 6.2 18.8 1.60150 0.46 0.28 1.70 5.1 14.4 1.51200 0.45 0.27 1.60 4.4 11.9 1.43250 0.44 0.27 1.52 3.8 10.2 1.37300 0.43 0.26 1.45 3.5 9.0 1.31350 0.42 0.25 1.39 3.2 8.1 1.27400 0.42 0.25 1.34 2.9 7.3 1.22450 0.41 0.25 1.30 2.7 6.7 1.19500 0.40 0.24 1.26 2.6 6.2 1.15
54



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 117, âûï. 1, 2000 Temperature dependene of the formation rates : : :Table 4. Muon transfer rates (108 s�1) for variousisotopes and temperaturesExperiment Theory�(p3He, 30 K) 0:46� 0:15 [15℄ 0.57�(p4He, 30 K) 0:42� 0:07 [15℄ 0.38�(p4He, 300 K) 0:36� 0:10 [16℄ 0.32�(p4He, 300 K) 0:44� 0:20 [17; 9℄ 0.32�(p4He, 300 K) 0:5� 0:1 [18; 19℄ 0.32�(d3He, 30 K) 1:86� 0:08 [20℄ 2.25�(d3He, 40 K) 2:25� 0:15 [21℄ 2.17�(d3He, 300 K) 1:24� 0:05 [22℄ 1.46�(d4He, 30 K) 10:50� 0:21 [20℄ 10.4�(d4He, 300 K) 3:68� 0:18 [23℄ 3.48�(t3He, 15 K) 46� 4 [24℄ 51where �dirpHe is the rate of the diret muon transfer with-out the moleule formation. This rate was alulatedin [1℄ for the systems p� +3;4 He and d� +3;4 He. Forollision energies " � 0:1 eV the rate of the diret muontransfer does not depend on energy and amounts to�dirpHe � 0:06 � 108 s�1 and �dirdHe � 106 s�1 : (21)As was mentioned, the rate of the moleular trans-fer oinides with the rate of the moleule formation(see Table 3). So when omparing experimental rateswith theoretial ones (Table 4), the latter were enlargedaording to Eqs. (20) and (21).As a matter of fat, the genuine muon transfer tothe helium nuleus ours when the moleular ion de-ays into hydrogen and muoni helium. Suh a deaymay be radiative (or via the eletron onversion), aswell as via predissoiation. The latter hannel was notonsidered in the �rst papers on the moleular hargeexhange. This led to large disrepanies when om-paring the alulations with the experiments, in whihthe probability of the transfer was obtained by the mea-surement of the X-ray yield. These disrepanies wereremoved when the predissoiation hannel was pointedout [13; 9℄ and taken into aount.Comparing the experimental and theoretial valuesfor muon transfer from ground-state muoni hydrogento helium, one an see that they are in a reasonableagreement. This means that the main features of theproess are understood orretly.The authors are grateful to S. Tresh and B. Gart-ner for sending the experimental results prior to pub-liation.
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